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This invention relates to a golf tee. 
In the'playing of golf the score which is made 

by each player for‘ each hole is usually written 
upon a card. A pencil is carried for writing the 
score on the card. The score is usually written 
down for one hole immediately after ?nishingv 
play at the green for the hole or while walking 
from the green of the last hole to the tee of the 
next hole or on the tee of the succeeding hole. 
Frequently a pre-made tee is used for the ball to 
be driven such as a made ‘wooden or, plastic tee 
for supporting the ball prior to driving. 
vOne of the objects of this invention is to uti 

lize a tee made of wood, plastic or any other rigid 
material as a means for writing the score which 
has been made by the different players-for the 
previous hole upon a card. v 
Another object of this invention is to utilize a 

made tee in exactly the form that it is at the 
‘present time andyadditionallyj apply to this tee 
some marking meansby which the tee may be 
uitilized as a pencil for the score card. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

‘ a marking substance‘ which will not be dislodged 
upon the tee beingplaced into the ground. 
Another object of this invention is’to arrange 

a su?icient amount. of marking material so that 
the same will last for substantially the life of the 
tee upon-which it 'is applied, so that so long as 
this tee is used as a support for the ball to be 
driven__the tee may also be used as a marking 
device upon the score card. - 
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With these and other objects ‘in view, the in- - 
vention consists of certain novel features of con 
struction, as will be more fully described and par 
ticularly pointed out in the appended claims. 
In the accompanying drawing: ' ' 

Fig. 1 illustrates the tee as supporting a golf 
ball, the ground being illustrated in section; 

Fig. 2 illustrates in section a tee and frag‘ 
mentally a nozzle for applying a coating to the 
pointed end of the tee: ' - 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view illustrating some.‘ 
what diagrammatically the dipping of the tee in 
a liquid; -' ' _ 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the tee with the 
marking coating applied thereto. ‘ ' 
‘In proceeding with this invention I deposit up 

on the pointed end of the tee a coating and per 
mil; this coating to‘sag toward the point end to 
provide a thickened surface of the coating at this 
location as the coating dries upon the. point of 
the tee. > a ' a 

With reference to the drawing. ll designate. a 
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Iclaim: 

- I 3 Claims. (01.120-83) 

golf tee which may be formed of wood, plastic, or 
any suitable rigid material, which has a cupped 
enlarged head H for the reception of a golf ball 
I2 to support the same above the ground I3'into 
which the tee may be positioned as illustrated in 
Fig. 1. This tee I0 has depositedupon its pointed 
end I4 a marking substance, as designated at IS 
in Fig. 4, of carbon, lead, graphite or the like with 
a binder. - 

This deposit may occur from a spray‘ nozzle It, 
as shown at I‘! in Fig. 2, or the deposit may occur 
by the tee I0 being supported in'a'rack [8, as 
shown in Fig. 3, and dipped in liquid I9 consist 
ing of the same material in a trough 20. In 
either case after the deposit of the material oc 
curs either from spraying or from dipping, the 
tees are suspended in a rack such asshown at I8 
‘so that the liquid which has been deposited will 
sag downwardly to form a concentration as at 
2| on the end of the tee in a drop type of ac 
cumulation as the solvent evaporates, thus leav 
ing a thickened surface, as at/22, shown in Fig. 4 
on the pointed end H of the tee which will be a 
sufficient accumulation of marking material so 
that the tee may be used for marking upon a 
score card the few numbers which are required 
in the playing of the game. _ 
A tee such as indicated for supporting the ball 

for ‘driving soon becomes lost or broken but the 
marking substance will be in a sufficient amount 
so that such marking as is required for the length 
of the time the tee ordinarily lasts will be suffi 
cient. ' 

The marking substance andthe binder will be 
such as to harden'su?iciently so that even if the 
pointed end of the tee is pressed into the ground 
and frictioned with the ground the marking sub 
stance‘ will not be worn‘ off vto any material extent, 
the same being harder than the surrounding 
ground into which it is pressed. 

1. A golf tee pointed at one end and having a 
coating at the pointed end of a. substance capable 
of marking on a piece of paper or the like. 

2. A golf tee pointed at one end and having a 
coating at the pointed end of a substance capable 
of marking on a piece of paper or the like, said 
coating being in the form of a drop type ‘of ac- \ 
cumulation of liquid at said end. ' . 

3. A golf tee pointed at one end and having at- ' 
. tached at said end and on the surface thereof a 
marking substance, I 
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